Global change may induce changes in savanna and forest distributions, but the dynamics of these 16 changes remain unclear. Classical biome theory suggests that climate is predictive of biome 17 distributions, such that shifts will be continuous and reversible. This view, however, cannot 18 explain a widely observed mismatch between climate and tree cover, which some argue results 19 from fire-vegetation feedbacks maintaining savanna and forest as bistable states, such that, 20
Here, we address this directly by considering a model that couples the bistable mean-field 95 vegetation structure with a diffusion process in two dimensions. In particular, we ask (i) whether 96 seed dispersal, approximated as a two-dimensional diffusion process could contribute to spatial 97 aggregation of savanna and forest biomes at continental scales; (ii) if yes, what then determines 98 the equilibrium position of the savanna-forest boundary, and (iii) how this impacts the resilience 99 of savanna and forest biomes to perturbations and global change. Finally, (iv) we empirically test 100 some of the key analytical predictions of our 2D reaction-diffusion model using remotely sensed 101 biome (Hansen et al. 2013 ) and climate patterns (Huffman and Bolvin 2013) in Sub-Saharan 102
Africa. 103 104
Model Description 105
Here, we present a reaction-diffusion model of savanna and forest biomes that consists of 106 two parts: the reaction term that determines how fire interacts with vegetation and climate, and 107 the diffusion term that represents seed dispersal. Here, we first describe the reaction term, and 108 then, following, the diffusion term. 109
In savanna and forest ecosystems, fire exerts strong control over tree cover (Bond et al. Here, we capture these two alternative 117 feedbacks using a step fire-mortality function ' (see also Staver et al. 2011b ; Staver and Levin 118 2012) , that takes a high value (combining high fire frequency with its potential effects on forest 119 trees) at low tree-cover and a low value (representing a background mortality rate in the absence 120 of fires) at high tree-cover. Finally, we assume that in the absence of fire, the tree cover 121 accumulates logistically to some carrying capacity, with a per-capita growth rate that we 122 normalize, without loss of generality, to precipitation P, reflecting an increase in tree growth 123 rates [via increased primary productivity (Lieth 1975) ] with increasing precipitation. 124 6 With these simplifying assumptions, the mean-field or the reaction term can be 125 mathematically expressed as 126 ((*, +) = * .+ /1 − 2 2 3 4 − '(*)5,
(1) 127
where *, * 6 , and + represent tree cover, local carrying capacity, and precipitation, 128
respectively. This reaction term has two important ecological features. First, in the absence of 129 fire (i.e., at ' = 0), the system equilibrates to a high tree-cover state. This feature of the reaction 130 term ((*, +) is consistent with long-term (50-60 years) fire experiments that show that active 131 fire suppression in mesic savannas can result in a closed canopy forest Swaine 132 et al. 1992; Trapnell 1959) . Second, in the presence of fire, the mortality rate of trees has a 133 threshold response to the tree cover itself (fire-vegetation feedbacks), consistent with previous 134 empirical work (Archibald et al. 2009 ), because of which the equilibrium tree cover becomes 135 bimodal in some intermediate range of rainfall. Theoretically, this implies that inclusion of fire 136 results in a potential decrease in tree cover below the system's carrying capacity by allowing for 137 multiple stable states, corresponding to savanna (* 8 * ) and forest (* 9 * ), for some parts of parameter 138 space. This is also evident from the bifurcation diagram in figure 1, which shows that both 139 savanna and forest are stable states in the intermediate precipitation region, bounded by the two 140 critical precipitation values (+ 89 and + 98 ); meanwhile, outside this rainfall region, the system 141 has only one stable solution corresponding to savanna and forest in low and high precipitation 142 regions, respectively. An analogous mean-field system has been thoroughly elaborated in a 143 number of papers (Staver et al. 2011b; Staver and Levin 2012; Touboul et al. 2018) . 144
Next, we incorporate seed dispersal in our model following Skellam (1951) . In his paper, 145 Skellam (1951) assumed that a plant disperses its propagules like a random walk process, with 146 the probability of finding a propagule highest near the parent stem and falling off with increasing 147 distance (Levin et al. 2003; Okubo and Levin 2013 Finally, combining the reaction (mean-field) and the diffusion (spatial) components of the 7 model yields a reaction-diffusion equation: 155 ;2 ;@ = ((*, +) + A ∇ % *,
where A is the diffusion coefficient that captures the rate of seed spread. 157
Although the reaction-diffusion approach to model plant dynamics has proven to be quite 158 useful because of its analytical tractability and mathematical simplicity, this approach has some 159 inherent drawbacks, such as approximating discrete variables (such as habitats) as continuous 160 (Keitt et al. 2001 ) and failing to consider the effects of long-range seed dispersal (Kot et al. 161 1996; see Appendix C), both of which have been previously shown to yield qualitatively 162 different results. Moreover, we also ignore fire spread as spatially explicit process [see Schertzer Nevertheless, at continental scales, in the absence of appropriate continuum models, a diffusion 167 model is a reasonable place to start. 168
In the next section, we explore the behavior of equation (2) using a series of simplifying 169 assumptions that are ecologically relevant. It may also be worth mentioning that the qualitative 170 behavior of the equation (2) is independent of the particular details of ((*, +). However, in this 171 paper, we use a particular functional form of ((*, +) motivated by previous work on the subject 172 here we provide analytical results that may yield deeper insights. These results will also provide 183 a baseline for comparison with the 2D diffusion model that has not been discussed in the 184 literature. 185 8 186
Reaction-Diffusion Model in One Dimension 187
Since one of the primary goals of the paper is to determine the spatial limits (boundaries) 188 of savanna and forest biomes, it is natural to look for solutions that naturally give rise to 189 boundaries. Based on the extensive literature on invasion biology (Hastings et al. 2005; Keitt et 190 al. 2001 ), we know that equation (2) has a traveling wave solution (see Fig. A1 ), where the 191 wavefront can be interpreted as the savanna-forest boundary. In this section, we find the velocity 192 of movement of the savanna-forest boundary as a function of system parameters, e.g., 193
precipitation. We then set the velocity to zero to find the equilibrium boundary position. defining the concept of a potential landscape that is commonly used to understand the resilience 203 of dynamical systems (Holling 1996; Strogatz 2014) . In a bistable system, the potential 204 landscape consists of two wells corresponding to the two stable states of the system (see top row 205 in Fig. 1 ). In the equation above, ΔU(+) [= − ∫ 2 L * 2 M * ((*, +) K*] is the difference between the 206 depth of potential wells corresponding to savanna and forest. 207
The equation above suggests that the magnitude of D is proportional to diffusion (√A) 208 and the difference in the depth of the potential wells (ΔU), while the direction of D is purely 209 determined by the sign of ΔU(+). Thus, in a homogeneous landscape (e.g., with constant 210 precipitation across the whole landscape), the state with lower potential invades the one with 211 higher potential, except in the trivial case when the potential for both states is equal (i.e., ΔU = 212 0; see top row in Fig. 1 ). The trivial case occurs at a unique precipitation value, which is referred 
A Precipitation Gradient and Stable Savanna-Forest Boundary 228
In the previous section, we assumed homogeneous precipitation conditions. However, at 229 continental scales, landscapes have precipitation gradients. In this section, we show how a 230 precipitation gradient can lead to a stable savanna-forest boundary (van de Leemput et al. 2015; 231
Wuyts et al. 2018). 232
To do this, we consider a 1D landscape with a linear precipitation gradient with 233 precipitation + at site B given by 234
where B N is the spatial location receiving + N and S is the change in precipitation per unit 236 distance (precipitation gradient constant). Substituting equation (5) into equation (4) we get 237 1D landscape with linear precipitation gradient, the boundary equilibrates to + N (Fig. 2) . 242
Second, if the boundary is perturbed locally (in any direction), it will recover back to B N . 243
Moreover, the characteristic timescale of recovery is inversely proportional to √A and 244 precipitation gradient constant S . This suggests that the savanna-forest boundary is resilient to 245 local spatial perturbations (Fig. 2) . Although not shown here, our numerical experiments in 1D 246 also suggest that the equilibrium distribution of savanna and forest is independent of initial 247 conditions (see also van and forest with forest, separated by a stable savanna-forest boundary (Fig. 2) . Moreover, the 252 model also predicts that biome shifts are reversible provided the climatic conditions are restored. 253
Unfortunately, the 1D diffusion model also predicts that the spatial limits of savanna and forest 254 
Reaction-Diffusion in Two Dimensions 260
Above, we assumed a one-dimensional landscape. This assumption, however, may not be 261 realistic for understanding distribution of savanna and forest biomes, since it is somewhat 262 obvious to observe that their dynamics are better described on a two-dimensional landscape. In 263 this section, we show that adding a second dimension can qualitatively change the equilibrium 264 position of the savanna-forest boundary, which can explain the overlap in the rainfall ranges over 265 which biomes occur. 266
To incorporate the second dimension in the model, we use a 2D polar representation of 267 the Laplacian operator in equation (2). Following the same analytical approach as in the 1D case, 268
we show that 269 difference in the precipitation; to obtain the deviation in terms of absolute distance, we multiply 276 Δ+ by S (precipitation gradient; see Eq. 5). 277
In plain terms, this means that, in a 2D landscape, the location of the boundary between 278 savanna and forest is not determined only by precipitation but also crucially depends on the 279 geometrical shape of the precipitation contours (specifically, of the Maxwell precipitation 280 contour + N^) . When the Maxwell precipitation contour is a straight line (i.e., where |] N^| = 0), 281 the system behaves like a 1D model, and the savanna-forest boundary coincides with + N^ (Fig.  282   3A) . However, for an arbitrarily shaped + N^ (|] N^| ≠ 0), the boundary deviates from the + N^ 283 depending upon the local curvature of + N^ (Fig. 3B) . 284 Ecologically, curvature effects described in equation (7) arise because of source-sink 285 dynamics (Pulliam 1988; Pulliam 2000) at the savanna-forest boundary. When + N^ is a straight 286 line, the inflow and outflow of seeds are balanced, thus resulting in a stable savanna-forest 287 boundary that coincides exactly with + N^. However, if + N^ is curved, the balance between 288 inflow and outflow of seeds is disrupted. For example, when the shape of + N^ is such that there 289 are more forest neighbors than savanna neighbors surrounding a point in the landscape with P = 290 + N^ (upper part of Fig. 3B ), the inflow of seeds will be higher than their outflow. This creates a 291 net positive inflow of seeds, resulting in a higher growth rate of trees. Forests expand, pushing 292 the boundary into savanna region till the added growth rate of trees due to a higher influx of 293 seeds is compensated by reduced growth rate due to a decrease in precipitation. Conversely, 294 when a point on + N^ is surrounded by more savanna patches than forest patches (lower part of 295 Fig. 3B ), there will be a net positive outflow of seeds, which will favor savanna expansion. 296
Similar to the previous case, the boundary will move into forest regions until the reduced growth 297 rate of trees due to a lower influx of seeds is balanced by increased growth rate due to an 298 increase in precipitation. 299
The reaction-diffusion model, presented above, however, has some assumptions that are 300 likely to be violated in real-world: (1) that dispersal is local (because of diffusion 301 approximation), (2) that vegetation dynamics have no demographic or external noise, and (3) that 302 the reaction part has a well defined potential function. As a robustness check, we relax these 303 assumptions one by one, and numerically test their consequences for the theoretical results 304 presented above. First, we find that incorporating long-range dispersal (via fat tail dispersal 305 kernels) does not change equilibrium biome distributions (see Appendix C), presumably because 306 fire vegetation feedbacks prevent tree establishment far away from the source even when a seed 307 arrives there (Barton and Turelli 2011; Bates et al. 1997; Kot et al. 1996) . Second, we find that 308 adding noise makes the boundary increasingly rough with increasing noise; however, the 309 location of the boundary at a coarser scale does not move appreciably from its equilibrium 310 position predicted from the deterministic 2D diffusion model (see Fig. D1 ). Thirdly, and finally, 311
we consider a two-dynamical-variable reaction-diffusion system where a potential function 312 cannot be defined. In such a system, the position of the boundary, in addition to the control 313 parameter (e.g., precipitation), is dependent on the ratio of the two diffusion constants (Fig. D2 ); 314 the system still exhibits curvature effects in equation (7). Therefore, in no case did we find that 315 violating the above assumptions qualitatively changed dynamics. 316
To summarize, curvature effects in the 2D diffusion model can phenomenologically 317 reproduce the overlap in the precipitation ranges over which savanna and forest biomes occur, 318 missing from the 1D diffusion model, while simultaneously retaining the spatial aggregation 319 property of biomes ( Fig. 3D) . Moreover, the 2D diffusion model suggests that this precipitation 320 overlap is not maintained by hysteresis, a defining feature of a bistable biome theory. Instead, 321 our simulations and analytical calculations suggest that in a landscape with a monotonic 322 precipitation gradient, hysteresis is unlikely. Below we discuss an ecological scenario under 323 which hysteresis may reappear. 324 325
Critical Patch Size Effects in a Landscape with Non-Monotonic Precipitation Gradient 326
In the previous section, we assumed a monotonic gradient in precipitation. However, 327 precipitation gradients in real-world landscapes are not always monotonic. As such, a landscape 328
can have a complex distribution of precipitation with high precipitation regions intermittently 329 distributed in low precipitation regions, and vice versa. In the following section, we describe 330 how this feature of precipitation gradients can potentially lead to hysteresis. 331
But before we do that, we first consider a simpler case of a homogeneous precipitation model for 332 analytical insight. Based on the theoretical works of Bradford and Philip (1970a,b) , it can be 333
shown that in a homogeneous precipitation landscape with bistable dynamics, the fate of an 334 invasion process by a particular vegetation state into another is dependent on two factors: 335 precipitation + and the initial patch area of the invading state _. An invading patch of 336 vegetation smaller than a critical patch area (_ < _^) will not be able to expand even though that 337 vegetation state is climatically favourable, i.e., the state which has lower potential (Bradford and where Δ+ c is the difference between the precipitation of the homogeneous landscape and + N . 343
To fully understand the implications of equation (8), consider an initial savanna landscape with 344 precipitation just above + N . Although in this landscape forest is more favourable than savanna 345 because of lower potential (Eq. 3), the forest state will only be able to invade if there is an initial 346 patch of forest that has an area greater than _^ (Eq. 8). This is because a small patch of forest 347 has a high perimeter-to-area ratio (Skellam 1951) , such that the accumulation of trees is slow 348 because seed inflow per unit area from forest patches is low, preventing forest expansion. By the 349 same token, a landscape in a forest state with precipitation just below + N would require a large 350 patch of savanna to overcome high levels of seed rain from neighboring forest patches. 351
The same phenomenon also applies to a landscape with precipitation gradients. Consider 352 an initial savanna landscape with spatially varying precipitation patterns such that the whole 353 landscape has rainfall less than + N , except in the center where the rainfall is just above + N . 354
Since the whole landscape was initialized with savanna, the center of the landscape will remain 355 in a savanna state, unless the central region is initialized with forest patch of area greater than 356 _^. Conversely, a similar argument holds for an all forest landscape with a low-rainfall island in 357 the center. 358
This suggests that the vegetation state of small and isolated patches in intermediate 359 rainfall regions depends on the availability of a nucleation center, suggesting that the 360 characteristic biome state in those areas might be contingent on historical biome patterns, thus 361 exhibiting hysteresis. And more importantly, this analysis suggests that critical patch size (Eq. 362 8), in addition to curvature effects (Eq. 7), can also explain overlap in the rainfall ranges of 363 savanna and forest biomes. 364 365
Curvature and Critical Patch Size Effects in Empirical Systems 366
In this section, we test some of the key analytical predictions of our 2D reaction-diffusion 367 model-particularly those concerning curvature (Eq. 7) and critical patch size effects (Eq. 368 8)-using real savanna and forest distributions in Sub-Saharan Africa. As described above, a 2D 369 reaction-diffusion approximation of savanna-forest dynamics predicts that the location of the 370 savanna-forest boundary with respect to precipitation should vary depending upon the local 371 curvature of the boundary (Eq. 7; Fig. 3B ) in such a way that the difference between the 372 precipitation at the boundary and + N^ is linearly proportional to the local curvature of the 373 boundary. As such, plotting the absolute curvature of the boundary (ignoring its convexity) as a Next, to check whether the results of large-scale simulation in figure 5A were dependent 402 on the initial conditions -at least theoretically possible because of critical patch size effects, as 403 described above -we simulated the vegetation distribution for two more initial conditions: 'all 404 savanna' and 'all forest' in Sub-Saharan Africa (Fig. 5B-C) , using the best fit parameter values 405 estimated above (+ N and A). Simulations with 'all savanna' initial conditions (Fig. 5B) matched 406 those using current distributions as initial conditions (see Fig. 5A ). However, 'all forest' initial 407 conditions produce substantially different biome patterns in the Southern Congo and Ethiopian 408 Highlands (Fig. 5C) . 409
We propose that the critical patch area (_^) requirement can potentially explain why the 410 simulations over-predict the forest extent in the Southern Congo (Fig. 5C ) and under-predict the 411 forest extent in Ethiopian Highlands (Fig. 5B ). Since both of these regions are disconnected from 412 the main forest cluster by savanna vegetation, biome distributions in these regions are dependent 413 on the availability of historical nucleation centers (or initial conditions; Eq. 8). Based on our 414 simulations we suspect that Southern Congo and Ethiopian Highlands were historically occupied 415 by savannas and forests, respectively, which resulted in their present distribution. Although this 416 claim is currently hard to test due to lack of reliable long-term paleo-records from these regions 417 as spatial aggregation (Eq. 6), curvature effects (Eq. 7), and critical patch size (Eq. 8) -can 424 qualitatively explain many empirical features of savanna and forest distributions that previous 425 biome distribution models could not. In this section, we investigate whether these dynamical 426 features improve upon the predictions from previously proposed models of biome distribution. 427
To do this, we simulate the distribution of savanna and forest in Sub-Saharan Africa using three 428
alternatives (see Data Analysis in Online Appendix D). First, (a) we consider a 'one-climate 429
one-biome' model in which the savanna-forest boundary is determined by a unique precipitation 430 contour. This model is analogous to the classical biome theory (Fig. 6A ). Next, (b) we consider a 431 model in which the local vegetation dynamics in each patch are governed by mean-field bistable 432 model and the neighbouring patches do not interact. In this model, we randomly initialize the 433 landscape with savanna and forest patches (Fig. 6B) ; note, however, that this test does not 434 consider the possibility that initial conditions could be spatially structured, leading to spatial 435 structure in biome distributions today. Finally, (c) we consider a 2D reaction-diffusion model, 436 already described at length above (Fig. 6C ). The diffusion model incorporates both bistability 437 vegetation dynamcis and dispersal. 438
We measure whether these models can -with parameter optimization -reproduce three 439 components of biome distribution: overlap in the rainfall ranges of biomes, the spatial 440 aggregation of savanna with savanna and forest with forest, and the match between the simulated 441 and actual distribution of biomes (see Fig. 6, Fig. D5, and Table 1 ). Note, again, that tuned 442 parameters do not necessarily correspond to demographic rates, etc., that might be measured 443 empirically; note also that the three model alternatives we propose here are not exhaustive. 444
In the 'one-climate one-biome' model, the precipitation cutoff between savanna and 445 forest was found to be 1583 mm MAP (see Table 1 ). Whereas, in the other two models the 446 rainfall ranges of savanna and forest showed considerable overlap between 1000 mm and 2000 447 mm. Meanwhile, the one-climate one-biome and 2D diffusion models show a high probability of 448 spatial aggregation (above 90%) that is missing in the mean-field bistable model (below 68%). 449
Thus, of the three models, only the 2D diffusion model can reproduce both spatial aggregation 450 and overlap in the rainfall ranges of biomes. Therefore, it is not surprising that the 2D diffusion 451 model also outperforms (97% accuracy) other models in terms of predicting the spatial 452 distribution of biomes in Sub-Saharan Africa. 453
In summary, all models, except in a one-climate one-biome model, reproduce at least 454 some overlap in the rainfall ranges of biomes (Table 1 and Fig. D5 ). Of the two remaining 455 models, the mean-field bistable model fails to reproduce the spatial aggregation of biomes ( Fig. 6  456 and Table 1 ). This leaves us with the 2D reaction-diffusion model, which reproduces not only the 457 climatic overlap in the limits of biomes, and the spatial aggregation in biome distributions, but 458 also the overall biome distributions in Sub-Saharan Africa with remarkable accuracy (see Table  459 1). 460 461 Discussion 462
In this paper, we develop and analyze a reaction-diffusion model to examine the contributions 463 of dispersal to the distribution and resilience of tropical savanna and forest biomes. The model 464 assumes that the local mean-field dynamics of biomes are governed by non-linear fire-vegetation 465 feedbacks and that adjacent savanna and forest patches interact spatially through seed dispersal. 466
We find that the model reproduces empirical features missing from existing biome 467 distribution models. Specifically, the 2D reaction-diffusion model simultaneously reproduces 468 both overlap in the climatic ranges of biomes, as well as spatial aggregation of savanna with 469 savanna and forest with forest. As before, we find that fire-vegetation feedbacks may 470 substantially expand savanna distributions at the expense of forests, but that in a spatial context 471 permanent shift in ecosystem state from savanna to forest (Fig. 5C ), which may lead to loss of 503 endemic biodiversity in mesic savannas (Bond 2016 ) and wastage of scarce management 504
resources. 505
The results of the reaction-diffusion model presented herein should be interpreted with 506 caution, however. For starters, we here incorporate only a subset of important spatial processes, 507
notably ignoring the long-range spread of fire within savannas (Schertzer et al. 2015) and local 508 fire spread at the savanna-forest boundary (Cochrane 2003; Cochrane et al. 1999 ) both of which 509 may be significant (note, however, that we have included fire effects in the reaction term of the 510 model). However, ongoing analytical work on a more thorough set of models that examine fire 511 effects at the boundary between savanna and forest (Durrett and Ma 2018) suggest that the 512 phenomenological results presented herein may be applicable more broadly: scaling limits to 513 those models appear also to be characterized by traveling waves, with the occurrence of 514 stationary savanna-forest boundaries only in landscapes that include a gradient in rainfall 515 (Durrett and Ma 2018) . Notably, however, long-range fire effects seem to change predictions 516 somewhat (Li et al., in review), resulting in the emergence of stable savanna-forest mosaics even 517 under homogenous climatic conditions (Schertzer et al. 2015) . 518
Another major question surrounds the problem of time-scales of ecological processes. 519
Here, we have considered only the equilibrium distribution of biomes, ignoring the speed of 520 equilibration. Modern climate change is sufficiently rapid (Karl and Trenberth 2003) , and so 521 associated with extreme climatic events (Jentsch et al. 2007; Katz and Brown 1992) , that biome 522 responses to ongoing anthropogenic global change are unlikely to be dominated by these local 523 spatial processes. This may result in transient mismatches between climate and equilibrium 524 vegetation (Webb 1986 ), which may be persistent from timescales ranging from decades to 525 millennia depending on the speed of ecological dynamics (Hastings 2004; Hastings et al. 2018; 526 Hastings and Higgins 1994). Therefore, understanding how fast biomes respond to changing 527 climate (empirically from the paleo-records) and using this information to incorporate dispersal 528 into existing non-spatial biosphere models ( We thank Thierry Emonet for help with technical problems simulating the integro-differential 549 equation model. We also thank members of the Staver lab, especially Julie Aleman and Madelon 550
Case, for manuscript feedback. show the results for two geometries of precipitation contours: linear (A and C) and curved (B and 829 D). Simulations suggest that in a 2D landscape, the equilibrium position of the boundary is not 830 only determined by + N , but also depends on the curvature of the Maxwell precipitation contour 831 ] N^. When ] N^= 0 (linear + N^) , the boundary aligns with + N^ (A). This situation is 832 analogous to the one-dimensional model in figure 2. However, when ] N^≠ 0 (arbitrary shaped 833 + N^) , the boundary deviates from + N^ according to equation (7) (B). These curvature effects 834 can reproduce the non-deterministic relationship between biome and precipitation (A), missing in 835 the one-dimensional model (Fig. 2) . The simulations were initialized with random initial 836 condition (see Numerical Methods in Online Appendix D). These results indicate that the 2D reaction-diffusion model can, with tuning, describe the 859 quantitative distribution of biome patterns. This model reproduces both spatial aggregation and 860 overlap in rainfall ranges of biomes and is also the best predictor of biome patterns in Central 861
Africa (see Table 1 and Data Analysis in Online Appendix D). 862
35 Table 1 : Summary statistics of the simulated distribution of biomes in Central Africa using three alternative models. The performance of models was evaluated on three aspects: overlap in the rainfall ranges of biomes (columns 2 and 3), spatial aggregation of savanna with savanna and forest with forest (columns 4 and 5), and match between the simulated and actual distribution of biomes (columns 6, 7, and 8). Note that we excluded the contributions of the deforested regions in Western Africa and edaphic savannas of Bateke Plateau while calculating the goodness of fit (see Data Analysis in Online Appendix D).
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Rainfall range (mm
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Goodness of fit (%) 
